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Agenda

Review of the APUSH exam

Focus on the LEQ

Break

DocBlock refresher

Focus on the DBQ

Good review and study resources

Break

Q&A and Practice questions



Time Periods



Historical Thinking Skills



Themes



AP Exam



AP Exam



Topics you SHOULD expect
Period 1-

Columbian Exchange

Impacts of colonization 

Period 2-

Differences between the various English colonies 

(Chesapeake vs. Mass Bay)

Growth of slavery & the Atlantic World

Enlightenment & Great Awakening

Period 3-

Effects of the French & Indian War (7 Years War)

Revolution – especially social effects

Washington’s Presidency – Foreign issues, Hamilton’s econ. plan

Adams – Alien & Sedition acts



Topics you SHOULD expectPeriod 4-

Revolution of 1800

Marshall Court

Embargo & War of 1812

Second Great Awakening & Reform Movements

Jackson – Indian Removal, Bank Wars, Nullification Crisis

Period 5-

Manifest Destiny, Texas, Mexican-American War

Immigration & Migration

Compromises & Debates over Slavery 

Civil War – Causes and outcomes

Debates over Reconstruction

Period 6-

Westward Expansion & Indian Wars

Gilded Age – Industry, Politics, & Society

Labor issues 

New immigration



Topics you SHOULD expect
Period 7-

Urbanization

Progressives

Imperialism

WWI & II

Depression & New Deal

Period 8-

Cold War – Causes, Second Red Scare (McCarthy), 

Truman Doctrine

Civil Rights Movement

Vietnam War

Great Society

Period 9-

Reduced faith in government

Rise of Conservatism

Post Cold War world



Multiple Choice Items
•55 Items

•ALL Stimulus Based

•In groups of 3-5 questions following a 

stimulus

•4 answer choices

•Each item is tied to a particular AP Theme 

and designed to measure a particular AP 

Skill 







Short Answer Items
•4 Short Answer items

•Worth 3 points each

•Each will have THREE DISTINCT PARTS to 

answer

•NO THESIS, just answer the questions

•DO NOT USE BULLET LISTS!!!  You MUST 

write in COMPLETE sentences to receive credit

•May or may not include a stimulus







FRQ Items
•One DBQ choice

•TWO Essay choices, pick ONE to write on

•15 Minutes “reading time”

•5 minutes – Choose essay topic & brainstorm SFI’s 

and Categories

•10 minutes – DBQ plan: Brainstorm SFI’s & 

categories, Skim documents, Write final thesis 

statement

•45 Minutes DBQ writing time

•30 Minutes Essay writing time



LEQ Items
•Must have a Thesis!

•You can steal a little time from this to use for the DBQ if 

necessary, but no more than 5 minutes

•The test administrator SHOULD give you heads up 

notifications after each portion of the FRQ time passes to 

help you keep track

•If you run out of time, dump the conclusion in favor of a 

stronger argument



LEQ Review
Starting the essay:
1. Choose the question you are most comfortable answering

2. Identify the Topic, Targeted Skill, and Time Period 

3. Pick a side to argue on the topic (the prompt will set up argumentation)

4. Brainstorm as many pieces of information as you can recall related to the 

topic

5. Scan your list and develop two to three categories into which you can 

sort the brainstormed list to help analyze and support your position on 

the topic

6. Write a CLEAR, CONCISE, ONE SENTENCE, closed thesis that

• Takes a side

• Identifies the categories of analysis

• Recognizes the counter argument(s) – Use words like “While,” and 

“Although.”



LEQ Review
Writing the essay:
1. Begin with a brief introductory paragraph setting the stage for your topic and 

ending with your thesis statement

2. Analyze each category in one paragraph

3. Begin each paragraph with a topic sentence that:

• Introduces the category you will discuss in that paragraph

• Reasserts the position you took in the thesis

4. DO NOT SIMPLY SUMMARIZE events related to your topic.  Instead, create an 

argument

5. Use the events as EVIDENCE to support your argument

6. Relate your argument and the topic to similar events or issues in either:

• Other parts of the world during the same time period –or-

• In America but during other time periods





Remember to check out 

all the files and reminders 

on the “WRITING TIPS” 

page of the website!



BREAK



DocBlock Review
Historical analysis of documents looks for:

Historical Situation

Audience

Purpose

Point of View



DBQ Items
•6-7 Documents

•Must have a thesis statement with two to three clear categories of 

analysis

•Figure out which AP Skill is being measured and write your essay to 

show that skill

•Cite (not quote) each document you use!

•Analyze each document for either H, A, P or P

•Use your analysis to answer the question





AP Exam – FRQ Section

Composed of:

DBQ (45 minutes) LEQ(40 minutes)

PLUS - “Reading” time (15 minutes)
Recommended:  DBQ – 10 Min. / LEQ – 5 Min.

Do LEQ read and plan FIRST

Do DBQ read and plan SECOND



DBQ “Reading Time”

1. Read and break down the DBQ 
Question

2. Brainstorm SFI’s and create 
PRELIMINARY categories

3. Read the documents

4. Create FINAL categories, assign 
documents to categories, write thesis 
statement



Question Breakdown

Time Period –

Task –

Historical Context –

NOW PICK A SIDE

What Historical Skill 

is targeted?



DBQ “Reading Time”

1. Read and break down the DBQ Question

2. Brainstorm SFI’s and create 
PRELIMINARY categories

3. Read the documents

4. Create FINAL categories, assign 
documents to categories, write thesis 
statement



Related Outside Information

Don’t forget me!

List SFI’s that will eventually make it into your 

categories as part of your discussion and 

analysis.  List RED FLAG items you MUST 

discuss then separately list other items that are 

from other time periods, other parts of the world 

or less directly related.



Creating Categories

Create Categories (Main Points) based on the side you 

picked

Try to create three categories

Avoid using the “built in” categories if there are any

Categories should CLEARLY support the side you picked

After creating preliminary categories, read (skim) the 

documents 



DBQ “Reading Time”

1. Read and break down the DBQ Question

2. Brainstorm SFI’s and create 
PRELIMINARY categories

3. Read the documents
4. Create FINAL categories, assign 

documents to categories, write thesis 
statement



Document Reading

– Sourcing (Title, Author, Date) – What can you 

infer from this?

– Underline or note key terms, ideas, etc.

– Determine POV (Where do they agree or 

disagree with your assertion?)



Document Breakdown

• After reading the documents, do you need 

to adjust your categories or even change 

the side you picked?

• Remember, you will use your analysis of 

the documents to support your main 

points!



DBQ “Reading Time”

1. Read and break down the DBQ Question

2. Brainstorm SFI’s and create PRELIMINARY 
categories

3. Read the documents

4. Create FINAL categories, assign 
documents to categories, write thesis 
statement



Example DBQ
• Using the question and document from earlier, 

let’s walk through the process

Thesis:
Although many in the press and business world ardently       

supported American expansionism, of greater historical                   
significance were the views of opponents in Americans society,        
including the championing of democratic ideals, rejection of           
violence and militarism, and fears about overextension of               
Americas government and resources. 



Identify it – Say what it is! (Think - Title, Author, Date)
• Examples: The political cartoon …   In the excerpt …

Verb it- Say what it is doing! 

• Examples: (asserts, explains, states, demonstrates, etc.)
In the excerpt from _________ the author explains…

Explain it – What is the Main Idea in relation to your argument?

• Example:
In the excerpt from The Impending Crisis of the South, Hinton
Helper asserts that the institution of slavery was harmful to 
the economy of the South.

For Each Document



Citing sources in a DBQ

• DO NOT SAY “According to Doc 1…” or 
anything along those lines!!!

• Refer to the document by title or author:

“A toast given by Naval Officer Stephen 
Decatur following the War of 1812 illustrates 
growing nationalist sentiments”

• At the end of your sentence, give a 
parenthetical reference (Doc 1)



In a speech delivered by Jane Addams in 1899 she asserted the       
view that increased militarism and glorification of the Spanish   
American War led to increased violence in American communities.



One of the more passionate appeals in opposition to American expansion during this time 

was the rejection of violence and militarism.  Many prominent individuals from both religious and 

secular arenas were vocal with their disgust at the brutality associated with the Spanish American 

War.  These voices included organizations like the Anti-Imperialism League and important figures 

such as future President Grover Cleveland and industrialist Andrew Carnegie.  Congressional 

Investigations revealed the extent of the horrors and shocked many Americans.  In a speech 

delivered by Jane Addams in 1899 she asserted the view that increased militarism and glorification 

of the Spanish American War led to increased violence in American communities. (Doc 1) Addams’ 

intended audience was most likely comprised mainly of middle class women deeply involved with the 

Progressive Era reform movements.  These were women already mobilized to make change in 

American society and political policy.  Their influence therefore could be instrumental in shaping 

public opinion and they would likely be responsive to an argument which identified how violence 

abroad could lead to violence at home.  This argument clearly illustrates the nature of opposition to 

violence and militarism as negative for American life.  These sentiments were in many ways similar 

to those of Gulf War opponents in the 1990’s.  Many decried the coverage by American media as 

desensitizing.  They also feared public celebrations and parades following the war would lead to 

glorification of the combat experience and promote violence as the solution to international conflict.



One of the more passionate appeals in opposition to American expansion during this time 

was the rejection of violence and militarism.  Many prominent individuals from both religious and 

secular arenas were vocal with their disgust at the brutality associated with the Spanish American 

War.  These voices included organizations like the Anti-Imperialism League and important figures 

such as future President Grover Cleveland and industrialist Andrew Carnegie.  Congressional 

Investigations revealed the extent of the horrors and shocked many Americans.  In a speech 

delivered by Jane Addams in 1899 she asserted the view that increased militarism and glorification 

of the Spanish American War led to increased violence in American communities. (Doc 1) Addams’ 

intended audience was most likely comprised mainly of middle class women deeply involved with the 

Progressive Era reform movements.  These were women already mobilized to make change in 

American society and political policy.  Their influence therefore could be instrumental in shaping 

public opinion and they would likely be responsive to an argument which identified how violence 

abroad could lead to violence at home.  This argument clearly illustrates the nature of opposition to 

violence and militarism as negative for American life.  These sentiments were in many ways similar 

to those of Gulf War opponents in the 1990’s.  Many decried the coverage by American media as 

desensitizing.  They also feared public celebrations and parades following the war would lead to 

glorification of the combat experience and promote violence as the solution to international conflict.

Topic Sentence Outside Information Document Introduction HAPP Analysis Contextualization



Essay Structure:

For multiple documents in a paragraph, repeat the Green (if necessary) and 

Pink sections.  Purple (contextualization) only once in the essay.

Aim to create a Four to Five paragraph Essay (depending on 2 or 3 main 

points):

– Intro Paragraph

• Thesis statement with three main points – last sentence

– Two to Three Body Paragraphs

• One for each main point

• Analyze at least one document in support of each point

– Conclusion Paragraph

• Good spot for Counterargument with a document AND contextualization

• Restate thesis
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AP Exam Review Resources

Content review

Check out all of the links to resources on 

the “AP EXAM REVIEW” page of the 

website!



Q&A



Practice 

Questions


